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SUMMARY ANALYSIS 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION CC37 

1. (S) This report documents a Remote Viewing (RV) session 
conducted in compliance with a request from SOD, J3, OJCS, 
Pentagon, Washington, D.C. The purpose of the session was 
to provide information relevant to the hostage situation in 
the U.S. Embassy compound in Teheran, Iran. 

2. (S) The remote viewer's impressions of the target are 
provided as raw intelligence data and as such have not been 
subjected to any intermediate analysis, evaluation or collation. 
Interpretation and,use of the information provided is the 
responsibility of the requestor. 

3. (S) The protocol used for this session is detailed in the 
document, Grill Flame Protocol, AMSAA Applied Remote Viewing 
Protocol:(S), undated. 

4. (8) Following is a transcript of the viewer's impressions 
during the remote viewing se'ssion. At TAB A are drawings made 
by the remote viewer reference his impressions of the ,target 
site. At TAB B is target cueing information provided the 
remote viewer. 
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1114 

#46 

TRANSCfnr T 

REMOTE VIEWING (RV) SESSION CC37 

This will be a remote viewing session (edited for 
security) . 

All right #46, I have hear a photograph of an 
individual, I'll place over your chest, who 
believed to be held hostage by the Iranians. I 
want you to locate this individual and describe his 
surroundings. 

PAUSE 

I get the impression 
I think he's in the same type time •.. 

#14 Describe this room to me. 

it46 

ftl4 

#46 

Except this time there are bars, this time. 
This feels like a jail. He's not in military 
clothes, anymore. 8aggie pants and shirt. Grayish 
heavy (mumbling). He's not writing anymore. 

Is he alone? 

In that room (mumbling)? There's a bunch of other 
rooms Get the impression, they're all barred, too. 
Isolated. They seem to ..... an empty room between 
them. They seem to be every other cubicle. 
I get the impression of about 5 of them. I'm waiting. 

#14 Describe the other people. 

#46 

/(

1 think •• uh .• I think that other guy with the ••. with 
the glasses is here ••. the guy with the beard ••. bald 
headed guy •.. and •.. uh ••• tall guy in late 30s •.. 
that's all I can see. 

#14 I want you to focus on the tall guy in his lale 30s 
and tell me as much as you can about him and his 
surroundings, and perhaps his thoughts. 

PAUSE 

SEGREf 

, 
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if14 

#46 

1114 

if46 

1114 

1146 

Very defensive. What bothers him, he knows he's 
been chosen/selected. He's •• uh •• (mumbling) up what 
he is going to say (mumbling about five words) ••. 
(Mumbling) for public confrontation. He's going to 
stick to his story, or he wants to. (Mumbling abou 
six words) .•. Biggest problem seems to be the time 
on his hands is too much (mumbling) 

Ok. I want you now to move out of the building 
focus your attention on the main entrance to this 
building, and when you start perceiving what is around 
you, .... describe the building and your surroundings 
to me. 

li 
k •. There are stairs on three sides going up to the 

main entrance. Seems to be •. uh .. canopy type entrance/ 
It 1 S a big rectangUlar bUlldwg. I see two stories. 
Seems t~ 6"8 on me. our~r<1ftsotthe-6U'S'Ysec'£wn. 
(mumbling) I see tree line. (mumbling) ••• either 
side.it's .•• uh .•. have ... seems to be a street in front 
of a road. Spacious .• the most spacious portion 
seems to be as wide as the building is, but (mumbling • 
Then the trees. Now I get the impression of columns 

I want you, now, to move around to the rear of this 
building, and describe it. ~ ~' 

Looks like ... uh ... big parking lot. Now I get the ~ 
impression of macadam (phonetic) fences. There are 
fences. Tree line is beyond that. 

What color is the building? 

Yellowish brown, maybe li;,tQter ••• 
'------~--~----~ 

What material is this building constructed? 

stucco. 

I W'.1Ilt you now to mOVe to the side of this building. 
Either side. It doesn't matter. 

PAUSE 

Ok. 

2 
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. 1146 1·1acodam (phone li c) again" Big de i veway. like. / 
~26 As if .. entrance or 3 gate. Double gate ••. door 

like gate ... entry ... 

++30 

+32 

PAUSE 

#14 All right. I want you, now, to move to the 
other side alld describe your perception. 

1146 

fIl4 

1146 

#14 

#46 

ffl4 

#46 

#14 

#46 

PAUSE 

There's a barrier there •.. hm ••• got the impression 
it's topped off in barbed wire ••. I got the 
impression of a wall 

~'Jhat' s the wall constructed of? / 

Kind of like ..• like yellow bricks •.• but bigger. 
than the red bricks. 

Do you have a feeling, how large this wall is? 

(Mumbling) ••.. like ... uh ... not as big as cinder 
blocks .•• less wide •.• but ••. uh ..• more solid material. 

How high would you say this wall is? 

Got to be about 18 to 20 feet. There's a notch 
(mumbling) 

Ok. That's all the questions for now. If you can 
think of anything else that you can add ..•. go back 
and take a look •.•.• and describe it ..•. and when 
you're ready we can start drawing. 

Ok. I think there are lights on •.... lights on 
poles, on top of the wall. That's all. 

PAUSE 

1146 Do you want me to looi< at this guy? 

#14 It wouldn't do any good. Out, I prefer, myself, 
when I am vicwinrJ, no\:. to. 

#46 The 83me here. The same here. That's why I 
handed it to you face down. I didn't want to see 
it. (Mumbling) I got confused. This one guy I 
identified before and one I work with COL Holland. 
The first guy that came in was COL Holland. Then 

a f!:JJ r~ E" r 
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#14 

ff46 

1fl4 

#46 

I concenlrated on COL Holland. Then the guy in 
.. uh •.. 1 thought was the fifth guy was like first 
guy, but not quile as old .• no gray hair •• (mumbling) 

Would you like some light? 

Yeah. 

The noise was actually so bad that I couldn't 
hear what you were saying. 

(Mumbling) 

I guess I'm not the only one who has that problem. 

OK. See if I can follow this logically. OK. 
This was a huge building, rectangular and there 
was •.. uh ... 1 want to say cells 'cause I've been 
looking for bars ever since I've been doing on 
this. And this time there were bars or I 
perceived what I saw were bars •.•. and what happen 
was, what I saw was .•. 1 saw COL Holland here •... 
some place here ... and what I ... got the impressio 
was that they left this empty and put another bod 
here ..• and then, empty and then another blarey 

honetic) OK. So what I saw, this is not 
urate, but what I saw was a total of about 
eople, ok. 

ff14 One question. You described a two-story 
building. Did you have any feeling whether these 
rooms were on the first floor? 

ff46 This was on the first. 

ff14 On the first floor. Did you •. uh .. did you get up 
to the second floor? 

1146 No. 

1114 oh. I sh ... 1 probably should have caught that In 
Lhe session. 

1t46 I was very intent on trying to •....•• 

1t14 Well, that's all right. We can get back to the 
first (mumbling) 

if46 [Jut, I've had him before and I did not get the 
impression that he was ...... he's in the same type 

I 
I 
j 
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fFl4 

#46 

#14 

room but tile other was •.. I got the feeling that 
the impression was a jail, ok .• and the other room 
he had a door. He had a desk. He was at writing 

mp ents and he was keeping himself busy writing. 
He do~sn't have that now, or what I perceived. OK. 
I'm just going to leave this .•. this is just an 
impression. This is a pre .• big iectangular building. 

separated (mumblin ) c~n 

That's drawing one. 

Yeah. Now. The face of the building is something 
like this, which changed after a while. But, this 
w8sthe initial impression. Big wall, probably 
two stories and the weird feature was that I saw 
stairs. This way, this way, and this way, ok. 
Just kept on. 

Ok. Is that an overhead? /' 

No. No. This is facing the wall and what I saw 
here was a sort of a covered entrance. I can't 
draw too well. But, there was a canopy type 
entrance. This is kind of recessed. Doors •..• 
I'm not going to attempt ..•• 'cause I'm just going 
to botch it up. 

Well. Perhaps, what we can do later •. uh .• once you 
get your impressions down, is .•• perhaps, I can sit 
down with you and try to come up with an artist's 
conception of what .... 

Ok. Now, later on .... later on, when you focused 
my attention (mumbling) then I saw •.• 

Let's see. I wonder if if ..... uh ..... 

#46 Just leave it that way. 

1114 LCLI\le it [h,lt way, ~1illl Ofl P,HJC 3 dr,lw the .. uh .. 
your other perception. 

#46 OK. Then you asked me where the building was, 
or what it was like, and this will be an aerial view. 
Overview. Ok. This was the building. Ok. I got 
the impression this was very close to a road. 
Nothing on the road •... or street ••. ok. Kind of a 

5 
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#14 

#46 

\!Iide ... huCJ8 \!Iide entry \!lay here. All right. Then, 
this \!las more spacious b3ck here. Went something 
like this (Mumbling) Yard parking lot •• \!Ihatever •. 
you had me going to it ..• and it came something like 
this .•. and this is \!Ihere I saw the wall, ok •.. and 
I think the wall extended this way. This was fence •• 
and \!Ihat I saw here was .. uh •. double type fence, 
double entry \!lay, ok. This was a •.. this has an 
entrance, a small entrance .. and here, same type. 
This was a driveway type entrance, with a gate. 
Ok. The weird thing about it is I saw this kind of 
chain link, ok. This \!lay. Then, all of a sudden, 
when I \!lent the other way, here, \!las a wall, and 
what I saw here, was a small archway type entrance. 
OK. With a heavy door. Ok, and this was wall ... 
and also had the appearance of stucco. And on top 
\!las an apron barbed \!lire apron ... and this extended 
in this area here. 

Why don't we stop for a few seconds and change the 
tape. 

PAUSE 

I don't know what happened here. The tree line is 
.•. there's a tree line to the left of this. There 
are trees around here .. tree line here .•• ok .• ok. 

Uh .• let's go back to 2. I think it's important to 
get your impressions .... why don't we use a different 
color to amplify .. uh .. \!Ie use •.• how about red ••. 
and you can put •• uh .• put in how it changed or what 
it changed to. Your different perception of it. 

Uh .•. lt changed right after this, and the only 
big chanqe was this. Now, let me draw 4 then, 
because ... let me not touch 2. That was one 
impression. Then the other impression was .• 
this again .. this is the front wall .•• and, what I 
had here, all of u sudden, was something like this, 
and Lhis is the roof, something like that ... 
It wasn't rCLllly quite like thLlt. It was kind 01" <J 

gLlble roof with liles. OK. And, this seemed to 
juL out. frorn Lhe building, ok, LInd, Llll of a ~;udden, 

I got this affect ... this affect. These were closer. 
(rnumbling) proportionally speaking. But my entry 
way kind of remained in tack. The entry way is right 
here. Like .... something like a canopy .•. and .. the 
stairs •.. and the door .... little wa ..•. this is all 
solid here. Like it were an apron, ok .••• and 

6 
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#46 

the doorl s in here some place ..• double doors 
something like this, ok ..• and this kept on. 

That's number 4. 

Yeah. And, on here ... on 3 ••• what I subsequently 
saw ... what I thought were lights •.. something like 
this ... but, I don't know how far it goes back .•. 
don't know •.. and (mumbling) have a road .•• something 
like that •.• 

#14 Ok. Is there anything else you can think of that 
we haven1t covered? 

#46 No. The impression .. uh .. tried very hard to focus 
on the people, like I say. One thing that stood 
out was .. uh .••• difference in dress .. what I perceive 
to be ...• who I perceive to be COL Holland. Light 
shaggy, heavy material type thing. Impression was 
one of being demeaned, if you wish. Uh .• the fifth 

,(guy that .. uh .. I tried to concentr~te on ~is dreSS\\\ 
j but •• uh .• all I got there was the lmpreSSlon of a . 
j three-piece suit. Blue suit which didn't make to~ 
; much sense, but, that I s what it was. J 

1114 OK. 

#46 I can darken this. Try and make it better, if you 
wish. Those are the impression. 

#14 OK. Maybe, when we sit down together and I'll 
see if we can't translate it any better. 

Ok. This will be the end of today's session. 

7 
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TARCET CUHJC I:'~FDRHA TIDi~ 

HEnOTE VI[~'I;~C (r.V) S[5S10;'; CC3~ 

1. (5) The vi ever has been expmled i;o opel! source fle'.!!G 

uedia inforniGtion an I;lell as classified overhead iClnqery. ~ 10 
knoUf he would be \Jorkin'; 8'::!f.linst the hosLa(Je si tu;rtiofl in Ira:l. 

2. (S) {j,t the tJ.r,c of' the sem3ion t the viewer waG told he 
vould be tryin~J tr} locntc :) certain individual iJho \:.'a8 heim} 
held ilostaqe; however, the viet/or never vas Eho\;ln the photo~Jr;)ph 
(which is attached to this report). 
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